ARMADILLO® Series Accessories

ARMADILLO® Coupling

The ARMADILLO® Coupling allows the joining of two 6.5" or 9.5" ARMADILLO Stainless shell kits end to end. The result is an increased cable opening area for special applications or for cable repair applications. Any length combination of 6.5" or 9.5" shells may be joined, but it is recommended that no more than two shell kits be joined. The ARMADILLO® Coupling uses the standard torque bars that come with the shell kits to be joined. Pre-cut and punched LOCK-TAPE™ Sealant gaskets are applied to all mating surfaces of the ARMADILLO® Coupling halves.

ARMADILLO Manhole Support

ARMADILLO Manhole Supports are generally used in manhole applications where there is no cable present at one end of the shell or when the cables are inadequate in size for proper support.

- Effective yet inexpensive.
- Made from durable plastic.
- V-Notched for easy application over the shell flange.

Note: Tie Wraps are not included. Each kit contains two supports. NOT recommended for filled closures.

BUNDLE-LOCK™ Kit

The BUNDLE-LOCK™ Kit is used to wrap the splice bundle in unfilled closures. The universal kit contains a single, cut-to-size, clear plastic sheet and four cable ties designed for use with any size ARMADILLO® Closure, ARMADILLO Stainless shell kit or REDDI™ Seal Closure. The individual sized kits contain 25 BUNDLE-LOCK sheets (no tie wrap) in a single carton.